Summit highlights draw of ecological, agricultural tourism

By JACK FICHTER
Cape May Star and Wave
CAPE MAY — It may be ground-breaking today but could be commonplace in the future. The New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) is testing the use of drones to identify other emergencies.

CEP MAY — The city hosted a summit Jan. 28 focused on ecological and agricultural tourism. The event was organized by Assemblyman Sam Fiocchi that brought together researchers, state and county officials and tourism advocates to explore modern tourism destinations. Fiocchi, an Upper Township resident, led the summit which focused on ways to encourage local residents and tourists to work together to improve the quality of life in the district.

Mayor Edward Mahaney said all those dependent on tourism need to work together. He stressed being good stewards of the environment is essential to attract visitors and residents. Cape May County Tourism Director Chante Wielden said nature-based tourism, which is mostly fishing, is valued in the county.

She said 30 percent of food in the country is used for nature-based activity, with 34,000 acres used for tourism.

“There are the folks coming in the homeowners, the folks like to take homes, beaches and produce green, big money by an increase in form tourism,” he said.

Baby boomers tourists have $157 billion to spend this year, according to Forbes Magazine, she said. “Ex-agriculture tourism or farm of niche tourism and are currently considered the growth industry in the country,” she said.

Thompson said NJIT’s work is important. “We see a lot of farmers, owners of the fields, who come here to identify and they don’t have a specialty,” she said.

The New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) is testing the use of drones to identify other emergencies.
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